infsoft Workflow Management

infsoft Workflow Management is an HTML5-based service that enables the active planning, control and logging of work-sharing processes within RTLS (Real-Time Locating System) projects. Integrable data sources can be any sensor technology (such as Wi-Fi, BLE, UWB, RFID, LoRa and GPS) or third-party device management consoles connected to the infsoft LocAware platform®.

infsoft Workflow Management | Purpose:
• Process planning and control
• Operation status tracking and updating

infsoft Workflow Management | Features:
• Creation, tracking and management of tasks
• Prioritization and coordination of individual work steps
• Assignment of georeferenced data to each task
• Display of task overview on a map (with different floor levels)
• Integration of documents (e.g. PDF or photo files)
• Definition and adjustment of responsibilities via drop-down menu
• Push notifications, emails and call of third-party web services
• Operation status tracking and updating (via drag and drop)
• View and comment function for selected users
• Integrated search function
• Agile reporting capabilities
• Support of web services (REST/SOAP)
infsoft Workflow Management | Related services:

infsoft Workflow Management can exchange information bidirectionally with the following infsoft services:

- infsoft Analytics
- infsoft Tracking
- infsoft Sensors
- infsoft Automation Engine
- infsoft Machine Learning

infsoft Workflow Management | Requirements:

The HTML5 service does not require an installation on the user's PC and is compatible with the following browser versions:

- Chrome (Version 47.0.2526 or newer)
- Firefox (Version 34.0 or newer)
- Safari (Version 7.0 or newer)
- Internet Explorer (Version 11 or newer)
- Edge (Version 13.10122 or newer)